Teufel announces the Cinepaq line:
A new, complete system of the highest quality, out in time for New Years
Berlin, Germany, 25. November 2009 – Teufel fulfils the wishes of even the most
demanding of their home cinema customers just in time for the holidays: with the new
Cinepaq line, Teufel combines their enormously successful loudspeaker systems with their
original DVD Receiver and all necessary cables in a full package.

With this absolutely homogenous, perfectly co-ordinated component set you get a ready to
play, fantastic-sounding 5.1 sound for an unbelievable price. There’s something here for ever
taste and every room size. It doesn’t matter if you want something with compact loudspeakers
– such as the Cinepaq 4400 and the Cinepaq 5510 – or the aluminium standing speakers of
the Cinepaq 6300: the 5.1 systems all play hefty sound with 80 watt performance per channel
for rooms of up to 35 m². For larger rooms up to 50 m² the Cinepaq 6400 and Cinepaq 6900
offer high quality aluminium standing speakers with an astounding sound quality and excellent
volume levels.
With this surround sound system, the Berlin manufacturers show once again their audio
competence and underline the Teufel motto: The best sound for the best price.

Further information can always be found at http://www.teufel.eu.

Introductory price:
Cinepaq 4400: € 1.399,- regular € 1.615,90
Cinepaq 5100: € 1.799,- regular € 2.015,90
Cinepaq 6300: € 1.599,- regular € 1.815,90
Cinepaq 6400. € 1.799,- regular € 2.015,90
Cinepaq 6900: € 1.999,- regular € 2.215,90

Should you have questions or requests for pictures, please feel free to drop us a line.

-endsAbout Teufel
Teufel is Europe’s leading direct seller of loudspeaker systems. The company was founded in Berlin in 1979 and
quickly became a high-flyer amongst German specialist loudspeaker manufacturers. Over the years, Teufel has
developed and manufactured a large number of high-quality audio products.

In addition to home cinema loudspeakers, Teufel’s portfolio also includes multimedia and PC systems as well as
various products for iPods under the iTeufel name. In 1996, Teufel was the first German company to launch
loudspeakers with a THX licence – an extremely exacting standard for the playback quality of home cinema systems.
Today, Teufel offers the largest range of THX loudspeakers in the world. Teufel products are available exclusively via
direct sales – guaranteeing you high quality at a fair price.
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